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Should we explore our solar system as 
a step towards colonising Mars?



How are we exploring our solar system?

2. Robotic

i. From planet orbits

ii. Planetary exploration

iii. Sample return

1. Sensing

i. From Earth

ii. From Low Earth Orbit (LEO)

iii. From deep space



3. Human

i. With technological enhancement from LEO
a. ISS
b. Asteroid capture? 
c. Lunar Gateway?

ii. In situ – Apollo
iii. In situ – Lunar, NEO and Martian exploration 

4. All
i. Scout out suitable habitats for exploration
ii. Robotic evaluation and initial exploration
iii. In situ resource acquisition
iv. Augmented human exploration
v. Settlement

How are we exploring our solar system?



Human Exploration …

4. Significant technological support (robotic?)

1. Long duration exposure to space and ΔG environments

2. Preventative healthcare measures 

3. Remote, autonomous healthcare



Challenges of deep space exploration

3. Access to;

• Expertise

• Supplies

• Equipment/facilities

1. Distance

2. Isolation

4. Physical deconditioning

5. Danger?



Deconditioning 

‘Space‘ de-conditioning of the body = Parallels with ageing! 



To go into deep space what needs to happen?

1. Better understand the aetiology underpinning the effects of exposure 
to the space environment 

3. Establish contingency plans and mechanisms to minimise medical 
risks and optimise treatment and emergency procedures.

2. Establish better means to prevent and counter space induced 
deconditioning



4. Improve long term medical skill retention and remote, distance 
training capabilities.

6. Develop improved means of autonomous healthcare 

5. Develop effective, remote healthcare methodologies and equipment

7. Better understand, prevent, diagnose and treat psychological, social 
and group dynamic issues. 

To go into deep space what needs to happen?



Human spaceflight imposes constraints upon operations, equipment and procedures.

• Consumables must have long shelf lives.

In no other sphere of human endeavour are restrictions as severe as those encountered in 
human spaceflight.

Exploring space/colonising other 
planets will supercharge innovation

The constraints of solar system exploration will be more severe!

• Equipment and apparatus must have a 
small mass, volume and footprint.

• Hardware should have low and simple 
maintenance requirements.

• Hardware must have low power 
consumption.

• Procedures must be simple so as to take 
the minimum amount of time. 

• Hardware must be durable and robust. 



The coupling of ‘need and constraint’ 
drives innovation!



How to  p reven t  Bone decond i t i on i ng

o We should shift our focus from simple loading magnitude to 
loading patterns in bone mechano-biology.

o The ‘form’ of exercise is as important as the ‘fact’ of exercise!

o Yang et al through in vivo force 
measurement during locomotor
activities were able to note the 
significance of torsion and bending as 
bone stimuli. 

E.g.  HSF comes to Terrestrial  
Healthcare Aid



Muscle and Tendon deconditioning

o Time in space (or analogue simulation) 
leads to muscle atrophy and muscle fibre
shortening.
Narici et al, 2002, Journal of Grav Physiol 9, 137P-138P.

o 90 d bed rest = increased tendon 
compliance (Reeves et al, 2005, J Appl Phys 98. 

o Changes in muscle/tendon morphology will effect transmission 
of force.

De Boer et al. J Physiol 585, 2007 Tendon Elongation, Narici M



• The R&D we do today must lead to innovation we can 
use tomorrow,

• …if we are to explore our solar system safely.

• To settle on another planet we will need to be able to;

• Maintain difficult to acquire skill sets over long 
periods of time.

• Operate efficiently and safely in space and lowG
planetary bodies.

• Conduct critical healthcare practices autonomously

• Be self-sufficient and resilient

• Access intelligent and expansive healthcare information 
databases

• Prevent deconditioning

Tomorrows Needs





• Blue Abyss will be the most comprehensive ‘extreme environment’ research, 

development, and training facility in the world.

• Worlds 1st Commercial Astronaut Training Centre



Space to Earth
• Many of the products, capabilities

and much of the knowledge required 
for space exploration will directly 
translate to the needs of an ageing 
society.

– Preventative medicine

– Improved understanding of 
deconditioning and its prevention

– Technology for remote healthcare

– Autonomous health monitoring and 
reporting

– Robust and resilient biotechnology
for use in the community



‘Win-Win’ 

• We must -

• Embrace the constraints of space to enable innovation
that would otherwise not happen.

• Highlight that the budgets and effort expended by the 
space sector supports terrestrial healthcare needs.

• Publicise that preparing to settle on another planet 
need not detract from our ability to solve issues on this 
planet.

Living on Mars 
can help life on 

Earth!



FLY HIGH, DIVE DEEP
w w w. b l u e a b y s s . u k

Thank you!


